
STEP 1 - Identify Contractual Phase(s) in draft contract included in the ITT package 

A contractual phase corresponds to a price element with an associated Payment Plan. You will have 
the possibility to associate a payment plan to each contractual phase. 

Here is an example: 

  



STEP 2 - Create top nodes corresponding to these phases 
    and add node(s) for OPTIONS  if applicable 

 

 

STEP 3 - Develop Product Tree  
 

You need to enter the Product Tree and the WBS as developed by the Proposal team. 
Product Tree coding is free but must be hierarchical. 

 

STEP 4 - Assign Support Functions to define the WPs for your Own Share 
 

Get familiar with the Support Function Dictionary to find the generic activities that fit your 
WBS. 

 

Associating a Support Function to a Product Tree branch defines a WP in the WBS. 



 

Copy/Paste generic WBS branches from one phase to another allows fast and well-
structured data entry for WBS . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP 5 - Define ITTs for Sub-contracts and assign corresponding PT/WBS nodes  
 

Preferably  ITTs should be defined at PT node level. This allows the sub-contractors to 
develop their own PT nodes and to access to the whole set of Support Functions.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can indeed create ITTs at SF function level but this should be strictly reserved for very 
limited contributions, typically single WP contribution, because the sub-contractor will not be able 
to develop PT/WBS structures below the SF he receives. If the sub-contractor has to further split the 
WP that it is receiving to account for work on other piece of equipment or activities not related to 
the SF it receives then non conformal WBS will be developed. When in doubt it is then always better 
to assign PT node(s) as ITTs “anchoring” points. 

You will receive in return, Tender file(s) from your sub-contractors that you will integrate 
into your financial offer. 

Advanced features 
 

More advanced features such as: 

• adapting Work Package description,   
• splitting work packages 
• creating an using product Libraries 

are treated in other Quick Guidelines. See ECOS for small Proposal – An example 

 

 

There is the possibility to enter User defined coding for the WBS and to manage all your data 
entry and reporting according to your coding but you must first generate the WBS structure 
according to the ECOS PT/WBS coding because this is the structure used internally by the 
system for indexing files. By doing so, ECOS PT/WBS coding system guarantees the unicity of 
the coding across the contributions of the various bidding team members even though 
working in isolation at different locations. 

Look at guideline: Using User WP numbering for more details. 

 


